
A RAY OF HOPE AFTER THE PANDEMIC  

 

   
 

No one realized how swiftly these 15 months went. And how these not so comforting visual worlds 

felt like a part of our lives. But the past few months turned into a ray of hope for everyone when 

we saw a tremendous downfall in the number of cases of the corona. And this is when we decided 

to take a step ahead out of all the back steps Corona made us take. So, after all the precautions 

and permissions it was a pretty prodigious step to go for a field visit. 

 

       
 

Our happiness wasn’t one way, the excitement to meet everyone was no less. The 

wholesomeness to see their faces was indescribable. The multiple options for places were 

chaotic, nevertheless we arrived at Netaji Subhash Place in Pitampura. After Scavenging a few 

meters from the metro station, It was a ramshackle slum surrounding where we found the dogs, 

pedestrian movement in the area was very swift but no one seemed to heed the necessitous 

creatures. The condition left us dumbfounded. 

 



      
 

We approached them carefully, and the scene in front of us was both depressing and astonishing. 

At first, we felt a sense of danger in those eyes but they were famished enough to object to our 

actions and avidly accepted whatever we had to offer. Looking at those ill-fated critters was soul-

stirring in its way. All dogs scurried towards each piece of crumb we hurled at them, but we had 

enough for every single one of them. After we catered for them it was really easy for us to pet 

them. Which leads us to the excellent opportunity to tie radium collars to their necks without any 

hassle.  

    
 

Radium collars here served their purpose because it was the surrounding area where automobile 

activity was very intense and the street lights were nowhere to be seen. So while propping the 

Dog collars in their necks seemed like a compassionate moment for us. Being solicitous and 

ardent for an alien living creature has been a new escapade for us as we learned how to care and 

guard for another living being. Our conveners acted as our powerhouse whenever we felt down 

and dejected due to uncertain circumstances or the inability to help our furry friends. 

Sanrakshan will always be a momentous project for us as it edified with a merriment of helping 

others. We will further take our initiative to new heights to give a respectable life to small tailors 

and safer surroundings to our furry friends. 


